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Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32

The Type 32 Utility Belt is a Star Army of Yamatai kit that includes a sturdy belt, an easy-access weapons
holster, and four pouches for carrying equipment.

 

History

The Type 32 Utility Belt was originally designed in YE 32 during the height of the Second Mishhuvurthyar
War for use with the Star Army Working Uniform, Type 31.

In YE 42, this belt was authorized for use with the Star Army Female Bodysuit, Type 22 and Star Army
Duty Uniform, Type 42.

Available Versions

The belt follows the light blue-gray Star Army of Yamatai uniform scheme, along with a golden-yellow belt
buckle. Subdued versions are also available.

32A1: Star Army Cadet Blue with brass buckle (standard for space fleet working uniforms)
32A2: Matte Jet Black (dark gray) with black buckle (“stealth” version)
32A3: Olive Drab with Jet Black (dark gray) buckle (for the Star Army Field Uniform, Type 37)
43B1: Glossy Black with a special platinum buckle. It is one of the SARA Innovation Awards.
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Pouches

The pouches are made of thickened polymer, with adhesive polymer flaps, making them waterproof and
resistant to heat, cold, and radiation, similar to the design of an Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28
(AMES). The waterproof and resistance nature of the pouches makes them ideal for storing electronic and
medical supplies, as they can be taken on field operations without fear of damage. The pouches are
attached by tight, high-friction, elastic belt loops. They can easily slip over the belt buckle and can be
moved to different positions around the belt, however the amount of friction is high enough to prevent
the pouches from sliding during normal activities.

Typically, two pouches are worn on each side for a total of four.

Holster

The gun holster is attached in a similar fashion as the pouches, using high-elastic belt loops to give
options of moving the holster and removing it from the belt, as well as holding it in place during normal
activity.

Standard Loadout

Typical the belt is used to carry:
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Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with BR-28E Battery Magazine
Additional BR-28E Battery Magazine
Communicator, Type 36
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

OOC Notes

Article by Wes.

Artworks by Zairyo and chibi artwork by Raph (ichan).
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